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Objective of the study: 
Prior work has revealed that alcohol dependence tends to increase in adolescence and 
early adulthood, then declines sharply in the late 20s. This decline has been attributed to 
role transitions, including marriage and childbearing. However, not all individuals follow this 
developmental trajectory1. Indeed, some studies have identified a group of individuals who 
first develop alcohol dependence in middle adulthood2,3. Middle age also involves a variety 
of role transitions, including preparations for the health, financial, and social demands that 
accompany older age4, making it a developmentally-salient period for understanding 
alcohol dependence.  
 
The existing literature on midlife-onset alcohol dependence is limited by three factors. First, 
most research has relied on retrospective recall for assessing age-of-onset5, which entails 
sources of invalidity and can underestimate prevalence rates for alcohol dependence6. 
Second, studies have largely employed selected samples (e.g., all-male veterans5,7 and 
older patients8). Third, studies have failed to consider early-life predictors of midlife-onset 
alcohol dependence and have considered only a limited range of psychosocial and 
diagnostic correlates. It therefore remains unclear (a) what the prevalence of midlife-onset 
alcohol dependence is, when assessed prospectively; (b) which early-life and adult factors 
characterize individuals with midlife-onset alcohol dependence; and (c) whether these 
factors differ from those that characterize alcohol dependence with an earlier onset. Our 
study aims to address these gaps by providing a comprehensive analysis of the 
developmental epidemiology of midlife-onset alcohol dependence, within a five-decade 
longitudinal cohort study. We consider a broad range of theoretically- and empirically-driven 
predictors and correlates, and focus on factors that are relevant to the midlife transition 
period. In particular, extending prior work on midlife aging4,9, we investigate how fast 
individuals with midlife-onset alcohol dependence are aging biologically, and how well they 
are preparing for later-life demands.   
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We have four primary aims: 
 
Aim 1: To document the prevalence of new-onset alcohol dependence at midlife. 
 
Aim 2: To identify prospective predictors that characterize individuals with midlife-onset 
alcohol dependence. We will consider measures in the following domains: 

 Family psychiatric history 

 Early-life mental health and substance use 

 Personality traits 

 [Secondary]: Socioeconomic status and IQ  
 
Aim 3: To identify adult correlates that characterize individuals with midlife-onset alcohol 
dependence. We will consider measures in the following domains: 

 Pace-of-aging and aging preparedness 

 Mental health 

 Life functioning 

 Life events and stressors 
 
Aim 4: To compare the predictors and correlates of midlife-onset alcohol dependence 
against those of early-onset alcohol dependence. 
   
Data analysis methods: 
 
Data preparation. 
Group definitions. 
The midlife-onset alcohol dependence group will be defined as individuals who first met 
criteria for DSM-IV alcohol dependence at age 38 or 45 years. 
 
The early-onset alcohol dependence group will be defined as individuals who first met 
criteria for DSM-IV alcohol dependence at age 18 or 21 years. 
 
The never-dependent group will be defined as individuals who never met criteria for DSM-
IV alcohol dependence at any assessment wave between age 18 and 45 years. 
 
All other individuals will comprise a fourth group: other onset patterns. This group is not of 
primary interest for analyses.  
 
*Note: To be included in analyses, we will require that individuals (a) have alcohol-
dependence data available for at least three of the six assessment waves between age 18 
and 45 years, and (b) have alcohol-dependence data available at age 18 or 21 years, to 
ensure that individuals are not misclassified as midlife-onset cases due to missing 
information about their symptoms at earlier assessments.  
 
Predictors and correlates. 
All continuous explanatory variables will be standardized prior to conducting regression 
analyses.  
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Aim 1: What is the prevalence of new-onset alcohol dependence at midlife? 
We will calculate the proportion of cohort members who are in the midlife-onset alcohol 
dependence group.  
 
To provide greater insight into the midlife-onset group’s alcohol-dependence 
symptomatology, we will also calculate the endorsement rate for each alcohol-dependence 
symptom. 
 
Aim 2: What prospective predictors characterize individuals with midlife-onset alcohol 
dependence? 
Logistic regression models will be used to identify prospective predictors that differentiate 
the midlife-onset from the never-diagnosed group. All predictors will be treated as 
independent, and a binary variable indicating alcohol-dependence group membership will 
be treated as the outcome.  

Aim 3: What adult correlates characterize individuals with midlife-onset alcohol 
dependence? 
Logistic regression models will be used to identify adult correlates that differentiate the 
midlife-onset from the never-diagnosed group. All correlates will be treated as independent 
predictors, and a binary variable indicating alcohol-dependence group membership will be 
treated as the outcome.  
 
Aim 4: Do the predictors and correlates of midlife-onset alcohol dependence differ from 
those of early-onset alcohol dependence? 
Logistic regression models will be used to test whether the prospective predictors and adult 
correlates considered in Aims 2 and 3 differentiate (a) the early-onset group from the 
never-diagnosed group, and (b) the midlife-onset group from the early-onset group. All 
predictors and correlates will be treated as independent, and a binary variable indicating 
alcohol-dependence group membership will be treated as the outcome.  
 
*Note: Analyses for Aims 2 through 4 will control for sex. 
 
Supplemental analysis: 
To determine whether individuals in the midlife-onset group were close to meeting 
diagnostic criteria for alcohol dependence (were sub-threshold) at earlier ages, we will 
evaluate their levels of alcohol-dependence symptom endorsement at prior assessment 
waves.  
 
Variables needed at which ages: 
*Variable names are provided for measures currently listed on the data dictionary. 
 
Background and control variables 
Participant ID number (SNUM) 
Participant sex (SEX) 
 
DSM-IV alcohol dependence across waves 
Alcohol dependence diagnosis, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 45 (DXAL45D4) 
Alcohol dependence diagnosis, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 38 (DXAL38D4) 
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Alcohol dependence diagnosis, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 32 (DXAL32D4) 
Alcohol dependence diagnosis, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 26 (DXAL26D4) 
Alcohol dependence diagnosis, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 21 (DXAL21D4) 
Alcohol dependence diagnosis, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 18 (DXAL18D4) 
Specific alcohol dependence symptoms (each individual symptom), phases 38 and 45 
 
Prospective predictors 
Primary 
Proportion of first-degree relatives with alcohol dependence (PRALC1) 
Proportion of first-degree relatives with substance dependence (PRSUB1) 
Proportion of first-degree relatives with any anxiety disorder (PRANX1) 
Proportion of first-degree relatives with major depressive episode (PRMDE1) 
 
Low childhood self-control (LSCUW311) 
Any mental-health diagnosis by age 15 (ANYDX1115) 
Early exposure to any substances between ages 13--15 (EARLYUSE_2) 
 
MPQ Constraint scale, age 18 (back-filled with age 26 data) (ZMPQCON18i) 
MPQ Negative Emotionality scale, age 18 (back-filled with age 26 data) (ZMPQNEM18i) 
MPQ Positive Emotionality scale, age 18 (back-filled with age 26 data) (ZMPQPEM18i) 
 
Secondary 
Childhood IQ (WFSIQ711STD) 
Childhood SES (SESAV115) 
 
Any mental-health diagnosis by age 15 (see above), broken down by contributing 
diagnoses: 

 ADHD (ADDLIFTM) 

 Conduct disorder (CD1115) 

 Anxiety (ANX1115) 

 Depression (DEP1115) 
 
Adult correlates 
Pace-of-aging and aging preparedness 
Pace-of-aging, phase 45 (PACEOFAGINGP45) 
Facial age, phase 45 (ZFACIALAGE45) 
Health preparedness PC, Richmond-Rakerd et al., PNAS 2021 (HLTH_FACTOR_IMP)a 

Financial preparedness PC, Richmond-Rakerd et al., PNAS 2021 (FIN_FACTOR_IMP)a 

Social preparedness PC, Richmond-Rakerd et al., PNAS 2021 (SOC_FACTOR_IMP)a 

aThese principal components were computed on the analytic sample for Richmond-Rakerd et al., PNAS 2021, 
and used mean-imputation based on that analytic sample. We may re-construct these PCs (using the same 
approach) on our analytic sample. 

 
Mental health 
Major depressive episode, DSM-5, past-year, phase 45 (DXMDE45) 
Generalized anxiety disorder, DSM-5, past-year, phase 45 (DXGAD45) 
Drug dependence (or on methadone maintenance), DSM-IV, past-year, phase 45 
(DXDRG45M)  
Nicotine dependence, DSM-IV, past-year, phase 45 (DXTOB45) 
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Ever attempted suicide in lifetime, through phase 45 (EVERATTSUIC45) 
Informant-reported alcohol use problems, mean of raters, phase 45 
Self-reported impairment/interference from alcohol dependence, phase 45  
EHC, any treatment for emotional problems, phase 20 to 45 (EHCHELP2045) 
 
Life functioning 
Any adult conviction by phase 45 (ADLTCN45B) 
LHC, months of unemployment from ages 26 to 45 (DURUNEM2645) 
Social-welfare benefit days, 21 to 46 (BLENGTH_PRE2146) 
 
Life events and stressors 
LHC, count of stressful life events experienced between phases 38 and 45 (from Bourassa, 
Rasmussen, et al., 2021) 
 
LHC, living with parents between phases 38 and 45 
LHC, living with parents between phases 32 and 38 
LHC, number of children (biological and non-biological) living in the home between phases 
38 and 45 
LHC, number of children (biological and non-biological) living in the home between phases 
32 and 38 
*We will use the four variables above to construct a measure indicating whether there has been a change in 
intergenerational household structure since the prior phase.  

 
*Note: Described above are the pre-planned analyses. Additional analyses may be added 
as suggested through internal review and will be identified as secondary in the manuscript. 
 
Significance of the Study (for theory, research methods, or clinical practice): 
There has been a call to improve understanding of the etiological factors involved in midlife 
alcohol dependence10. This is particularly important as middle age involves a variety of role 
transitions and is a critical period of preparing for the demands of older age4. To our 
knowledge, however, no prospective studies have considered the developmental origins of 
midlife-onset alcohol dependence, and there is a dearth of research on the relation 
between alcohol dependence in midlife and other key aspects of adult functioning. The 
present study will address these literature gaps. Results of this study could inform life-
course epidemiologic models of alcohol dependence and improve early identification and 
prevention of alcohol-related problems in middle adulthood. 
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